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#4: The Pilgrim 
By Samsara 

 
 

Reginald’s waking hours grew more peaceful, but he suffered from nightmares with 
increasing frequency and intensity. Often they were surreal. He tried to interpret these, having 
nothing by which to verify his conclusions. Other times he could only recount swirls of colors 
upon waking. These colors were charged with powerful emotions but were themselves 
innocuous, abstract images. Some nights, he dreamed only of fire. Fire on the shores. Fire on the 
mountains and in the forest. Fire in the sky. All the world was on fire, across all time. 

He stayed in Eugene’s cabin in the woods for a number of weeks. It was possibly months. 
He decided not to track the time. He thought he might risk suffering from time depravation, but 
instead he soon found it a relief to not be so obsessed with the hour, the day, the month, the year. 
He came to see these labels as artificial, like trying to define the “edge” of the ocean. It was 
enough to be satisfied with just “day” and “night.” 

He had stopped thinking of this place as the “gingerbread house.” The threat it once 
represented had faded, and he had made the place a sanctuary of his own. There were clothes and 
food stocks enough for him to rejuvenate himself and begin to blend in with the contemporary 
population. He foraged a little, as well, although he never risked eating anything he didn’t 
certainly recognize. He managed to build a few traps for small game. He returned to the hamlet 
once, where he visited Amira’s grave. The brigands he had killed were still there, feeding the 
local insect life, and he took a bow and a quiver of arrows from one of them. After much trial 
and error, and more than a few personal injuries, he learned to use the bow with passable 
proficiency, but a certain deer he had pursued forever evaded him. At last he came to regard the 
deer as a neighbor. He gave up hunting the creature, and they lived in harmony. He rested often 
and long. He was alone nearly always, but by choice. He knew he could not communicate well 
with others and didn’t want undue attention. He wanted also to concentrate and practice 
serenity—what little he knew of that. He found it difficult. The nightmares plagued his sleep. 
The memories plagued his wake. Memories of war and family and things he’d done, both in this 
life, and (apparently) another. Nonetheless, he endeavored to mature through solitude. He knew 
now that emotional control could be his anchor. Eugene had taught him that. 

Always, on a table nearby, Eugene’s gift of the opium paraphernalia nagged him. He 
didn’t want to accept that narcotics were the key to the gateway of time travel. While he couldn’t 
understand the science behind any of this, he held to the fact that his first jump came not from 
intoxication but from that Nazi device. He resolved that there must be another way. And yet, he 
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hadn’t the faintest clue what that way might be, or how to access it. Meanwhile, there was the 
opium. Eugene’s story had made it clear enough that this contaminate was, at the very least, one 
possible mode. Once in awhile, he would open the box and examine the tools. He found them 
menacing, like the first time he held a pistol in his hand. It was as if the things were sentient, and 
if he didn’t learn how to charm them, then they would enchant him instead, and put him to their 
evil errands. He also felt foolish. The first time he had had a cigarette, he coughed until he 
vomited. His peers had laughed at this rather standard initiation, but he had hoped the green in 
his face had concealed the red. Now inspecting the opium kit, he felt like a novice all over again. 
Time travel—even ten seconds’ worth—seemed unlikely. He assumed he would probably just 
vomit again, best case scenario. He did not know the worst-case scenario of an accidental 
overdose, and the ignorance was debilitating. Sooner or later, he knew, he would have to find a 
teacher of some sort. 

As for regular cigarettes, Eugene had left him none. Perhaps it was his way of trying to 
force Red to relent to the opium. If so, it hadn’t worked. Red accepted this forced detox as the 
first test of his emotional and behavioral control. It was of course convenient as well, given the 
difficulty he’d have trying to acquire anything like a 20th century cigarette. He had never been 
much of a pipe smoker. His father had been. Stomachaches and cravings were endless at first. He 
suffered much. He lost weight. He took to chewing on bits of wood and bark for a time. At 
length, however, these fixations subsided. His beard and hair grew out. In the evenings, he 
bathed in a nearby stream. He came to enjoy listening to the myriad animals scampering in the 
woods and the rustle of the wind in the trees. For the first time in a very long time, perhaps in his 
entire life, he felt clean. 

He started venturing away from the cottage, his excursions getting longer and more 
daring by the day. More and more often he would see traffic on the roads leading into London: 
carriages and carts piled with personal belongings. Horses and children and chickens. People’s 
faces were bright, and their demeanor felt jovial. They were returning. He guessed that the 
plague had been contained at last, and that this was the beginning of London’s resurgence. He 
knew also that this marked the end of his seclusion. It was time for him to move. His grim quest 
would be to find some corrupt mentor in the art and applications of opium use. And not just the 
elementary forms of hallucination, but rather some exotic school of mysticism and 
transcendentalism. Where such a person would be he didn’t know. He thought maybe that this 
plant came from the Mediterranean region, but then again the ornate box and all of Eugene’s 
primary experience had come from China. He supposed that either of these were viable 
destinations, and that the former was en route to the latter. Either way required transport off 
Britain. He reasoned that if the London economy was recovering, then so would be the shipping 
industry. 
 He had some knowledge of sewing from his mother and from the military, and he 
gathered the sturdiest fabric he could find around the cottage to fashion a kind of pilgrim bag. 
Packing essentials, including his fighting knife and the Chinese box, he set to leave the cottage 
behind. He did not take the bow or arrows, so as not to appear threatening. 

He considered whether he should burn the cottage down. It was certainly one of Eugene’s 
many safe-houses through time and space. To destroy it might have helped to smoke him out, but 
in the end, Red thought better of it. First, there was the stupid risk of starting a forest fire. More 
than that, he decided that this kind of thinking was what the military and the war had ingrained in 
him: to scorch the earth. He was coming to feel that, if he could avoid it, he didn’t want to think 
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like that anymore, lest he become that other version of himself. He saw the wily deer one last 
time amidst the trees when he left. 
 In London, he went to the port and tried to secure passage on a ship—any ship. It seemed 
at first that it would be an easy task. The port bustled with people and vessels; the whole place 
was much more alive than he had imagined it would be, given the recent epidemic. He marveled, 
somewhat, at humanity’s persistence. It seemed also that this was more than just the usual 
commerce. His knowledge of these classes of ships was limited, but he guessed that more than a 
few, based on their outfitting, were military rather than merchant. The buzz amongst the people, 
whom he was beginning to understand a little better than before, seemed to agree. Nevertheless, 
permission to board any of these vessels proved more elusive than his friend the deer. The locals 
obviously could not understand his speech any better than they ever could, and they shielded 
their children from him. He hadn’t even any money which could have functioned in its capacity 
as “universal language.” All told, he came across more like a lunatic and beggar wandering the 
docks than an earnest traveler. 
 Weary of annoying people, and worried he might be attacked or arrested, he found an 
inconspicuous tavern where he could cower and wait out the day. Penniless, he purchased no 
food or drink. This provoked the evil eye from the barkeep, but the man seemed content enough 
to hex Reginald in silence, leaving the authorities out of it, so long as he kept to his corner. When 
night fell, Reginald left the tavern and took to lurking in the alleys, stalling for time. His plan—
even his only chance—was to stow away and hope for the best. Among the vessels anchored, 
there was at least one that looked to be in more disrepair than the others. Its sails were torn in 
places and frayed on the ends; the wood was aged and warped all over, and the hull had not been 
careened for its barnacles in some time. Reginald’s thinking was that this old hulk was his best 
bet. He presumed it was a private merchant ship, belonging to some individual or small company 
either already bankrupt or soon to be. He expected a skeleton crew at best, and certainly the thing 
was neither fit for battle nor laden with the King’s treasure. He stood a fair to good chance at 
avoiding military action or capture by pirates. Across its stern, nearly illegible in the darkness 
and faded from a lifetime in the sun, he made out the ghost of the word PILGRIM. 
 He waited for an opportunity to scramble over the pier and into the water, swimming for 
the Pilgrim. It was only a short distance to the ship, but the swim was exhausting. He struggled 
to hold his bag on top of his head and keep it mostly dry, swimming with only one free arm. At 
the same time, he wanted to stay quiet and avoid splashing and sputtering like a drowning victim. 
Essentially he treaded more than swam, exerting much energy to move forward by only very 
small degrees. His relief at finally reaching the anchor line was nearly religious in scope. He 
clutched the line and rested for a long time, thinking he might even just fall asleep right there in 
the water. It was nearly ten minutes before he felt recharged enough to then scale the line like a 
monkey and heave himself onto the deck. By the end, his hands were raw and his bones were 
frozen, but he had boarded. His hands healed within minutes. 
 He had been right about the skeleton crew. He had little trouble avoiding detection and 
sneaking below deck. He had to feel his way about in the darkness, but it wasn’t much to reason 
his way to the holds. These 17th century ships were far smaller and not nearly as labyrinthine as 
the warships he was accustomed to. He knew it would have been foolish to try and hole up in any 
of the cabins or other places that saw a lot of foot traffic. Neither was there any sense in the old 
cliché of hiding under canvas in one of the ship’s boats. Even if he didn’t bake to death, he’d 
eventually be lying in a puddle of his own filth, soon thereafter to be sniffed out. He had no idea 
how long this voyage was about to be. It had to be the storage holds. When at last he entered, he 
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could tell the holds were very full. It was too dark to make out the nature of the cargo, but there 
were obviously barrels and crates stowed throughout. He blindly stumbled his way as far astern 
as he could, finally spelunking into a small recess that afforded both legroom and concealment. 
He settled in and permitted himself to sleep. He dreamed of fire. 
 

* * * 
 

Reginald was not discovered, but what he discovered in the morning surprised him. Even 
in the day there wasn’t much light in the hold, but a little bit leaked in through an opening to the 
main deck. His eyes made due with that and adjusted soon enough. All of the cargo was powder 
and explosives. There was nothing else. The entire hold had been converted into a magazine. He 
thought it strange, even unnerving, as nothing else about the ship suggested a readiness for battle. 
However, given that they were already out to sea and he could not change his mind, he had no 
other recourse than to be at peace with this curious revelation. As it happened, it remained 
nothing more than a curiosity for several days. Reginald occupied his time with thought and 
sleep. He ate sparingly from the few provisions he had brought. He sneaked into the mess and 
stole a kettle, which he regrettably converted into a chamber pot, but beyond this, he did not risk 
leaving the hold. From his time in the cottage, he had grown accustomed to long spells of quiet 
inactivity. He wasn’t often bored anymore, though he did sometimes wish for a pack of cards 
with which to play Patience. His mother had taught him several variants. Then again, it was 
probably too dark to play anyway. He was struck by the thought that when these adventures all 
started for him, he had gone the span of several days without really experiencing night. Now the 
opposite was true. But he wasn’t bothered. The low roar of the sea and the creaking of the ship 
were pleasant and soothing to him, as the white noise of the forest had become. For those several 
days, the violence and destruction the cargo suggested sat in stark contrast to the peaceful space 
he shared with it. 

On the last day of this little voyage, everything made sense. He had been awake for 
several hours, when he heard men’s shouting, muffled through the layers of wood. Heavy boots 
hammered the main deck overhead. The skeleton crew had either been reinforced somehow in 
the night, or they were running around in a frenzy, or both. Whatever it was—storm, pirates, sea 
monster—there was some state of emergency. Reginald got to his feet and secured his pilgrim 
bag, certain his luxury cruise was coming to a sudden end. If this was going to be a battle, the 
last place on the ship he wanted to be was inside this magazine. His odds were better revealing 
himself and facing any criminal charges that might ensue. He maneuvered past the barrels and 
crates of explosives and back to the stairs leading to the catwalk around the hold, and finally 
made his way to the top deck. He emerged into blinding sunlight and stood still until his eyes 
could readjust. He could not quite understand the crew’s words yet, but their meaning was clear: 
they were shocked and angered to see him. They demanded to know who he was. Was he a spy? 
He even thought he understood one man to ask him if he was Dutch or with the Dutch. When his 
eyes finally adjusted, he could see he was surrounded by sailors pointing flintlocks at him. He 
surrendered to them, saying, “I’m not a spy, just a stow away,” hoping they’d understand him at 
least a little. 

Mercifully, they seemed less interested in him than in the general state of alarm. One 
sailor came up, hurried to get Red’s wrists and ankles into shackles, and then pulled him by the 
arm and forced him to sit by the bulwark. The sailor gave him some sort of stern admonition, 
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which Reginald presumed to mean “stay there and stay out of the way” or some equivalent. He 
nodded, and the sailor left him. 

Reginald peered over the bulwark to try and see what was going on. It was afternoon. The 
wind was a light breeze from the southeast. They were on approach, coming into an estuary. 
Here there could be no discernment of the “edge” of the ocean, for land and sea, salt and fresh 
water, all mingled in an ill-defined and spotty transition between here and there. The Pilgrim had 
joined up with a much larger fleet. It was evidently a military expedition after all. The English 
fleet already infiltrated the tangled network of channels through mudflats and small islands of 
sand dunes. They coursed like a blood virus through these veins. Reginald could see the 
defensive line of ships stretched out north and south as far as ten miles across; they looked to 
him to be mostly merchants. They flew Dutch colors, and though they were not outnumbered, 
they were certainly outclassed. For the English fleet, Red counted eight frigates, seven smaller 
craft of only two masts each, and five middle-class ships, of which the Pilgrim was a member. 
Reginald slumped. Nearly three hundred years of separation, and once more he found himself a 
foreign member of an English invasion of Europe. He marveled, somewhat, at humanity’s 
persistence. 

All four of the other middling ships appeared just as neglected as the Pilgrim. Reginald 
thought it strange at first that these hulks, rather than the flagship or any of the other frigates, 
were at the front of the assault. Then the crews of these ships, the Pilgrim included, started 
setting torches to the sails and rigging. They splashed some accelerant about the decks and up the 
masts, then tossed their buckets aside and ran to the ships’ boats. Now Red knew these were 
fireships, which was why the crew had obviously cared so little for maintenance or for his illegal 
presence. It also explained the deadly cargo. He was aboard a massive floating bomb, drifting 
towards the Dutch line. 

He was too late to impose himself on any of the escape craft. They abandoned him to the 
ship without a second thought. Left with little other choice than to die in the coming inferno, he 
cast himself overboard into the estuary. He hoped as he fell that the water would be deep enough 
to survive, wondering how long it might take his body to regenerate broken bones. The impact 
was not the worst part, as it turned out. Swimming was nearly impossible with the heavy iron 
bonds on his wrists and ankles. They weighed him down. He managed a kind of two-limbed dog 
paddle to get his lips once or twice above the surface and sipped some air, but eventually he 
couldn’t buoy himself anymore. Then a ship exploded on the water. Maybe it was the Pilgrim, 
maybe some other. He felt the shockwave shove him as in a tidepool, and diving even deeper 
was all he could do to take cover from the shrapnel falling all around. He remembered the black 
rain. Fatigued, he was sinking. 

He was surprised to recognize that he wasn’t scared. He acknowledged the danger of his 
situation, but no panic followed. He noted that this wasn’t the first time he was faced with 
death—in fact, that kind of threat seemed to be happening to him more and more often these 
days. But it was more than this. His long retreat in the cottage: many hours, days, and weeks 
spent in solitude and contemplation… his mind had changed. Even with all the mayhem and 
hellfire on the surface of the water, he felt just as calm and quiet here in the depths as he had in 
those last weeks in the woods, his only friend a deer. He thought maybe his mind had just gotten 
so used to stillness that it got stuck that way—that it couldn’t be agitated even if the worldly 
circumstances called for it. At least not as easily. And it was just that word—agitated—that 
occurred to him, and saved his life. 
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  His first thought was to force his way out of the shackles, regardless of the injury he 
might suffer. He steeled himself for the tearing of flesh on his hands or the bones he would have 
to break in them to escape. He was ready to rely on his newfound regenerative talent. However, 
he already lacked the strength and leverage to mutilate himself. The shackles were too tight and 
too heavy. Force was no use. Then he remembered his talk with Eugene, and the realization that 
Eugene had not simply enjoyed or encouraged the plague, but had in fact caused it. That he had 
manipulated the cells of his victims through no clearer process than willpower. He had changed 
their molecules. It was molecular agitation. Red wondered if—hoped—he could do the same. 

 He didn’t have the first clue how to go about this. He just tried to think what might make 
sense, and he made concentration his focal point. His eyes were already closed against the salt 
water. Or fresh water. He visualized the shackles. Feeling sense was easiest to identify, and more 
so on his wrists, where they rubbed his skin directly. He put the sensation of the cold metal in his 
mind. Outside this thought, he felt his body still sinking, and the clutch of the water all around. 
Cannons thundered from above, but the sounds and the world were distant, as if in a dream. 
Soon, even his submergence in the sea might just as well have been weightlessness in space. 
Now he ignored the pressure in his lungs. Now he dismissed the need for breath, until even this 
act of dismissal was unnecessary, as he had forgotten such needs entirely. He thought only of the 
metal and the pressure of his skin against it. He noticed the tingle of his wrist hairs as they parted 
along the edge of the cuffs. He noticed the hardness of the cuffs. He thought of their 
composition: like horseshoes. He imagined them in their natural state: black rock compressed 
deep in the earth. He thought of clay. He pushed into the cuffs, as if he might smash his clay 
body into their ore. He looked deep into them with his mind, looking also deep into himself. He 
felt the tingle of his wrist hairs as they curled over the edge of the cuff, clinging to it, wrapping 
around it, welcoming it. He regarded the shackles as an extension of his body, as if they were not 
a separate and foreign object attached to him. They were part of him, and he of them. There were 
not two things here, sinking in a third thing called “the sea.” There was only one thing. 
Everything. 

 The shackles split like eggshells. First his wrists, then his ankles were loosed. 
 The irons sank, and he swam to the surface through a screen of his own exhaled bubbles. 

Everything reverted back to the separate things that appear to be, and Reginald made for a thing 
he called “the beach.” While men waged war around him, he lay in the sand, drawing the sky 
into his body. 
 

* * * 
 
 Whatever this war was, he had no stake in it. He had even begun to feel the same way 
about the war he had left behind. As soon as he recovered, he scurried inland as fast and as safely 
as he could manage. He moved through and beyond these coastal towns, insignificant amongst 
the bedlam and the frantic Netherlanders. The English sailors seemed little more than pirates at 
this point, plundering the town and setting fire to everything. Soon the afternoon horizon glowed 
red from the homes and shops and all the many ships ablaze in the estuary. The fireships had 
done their job. All the world seemed on fire, across all time. This vision of hell was what the 
Pilgrim and its brethren had brought to these shores. 
 As he went further inland, Reginald had the fortune of meeting a horse. Presumably, the 
animal had escaped its corral somewhere; it was already saddled and bridled, but there was no 
way to tell who its owners might be or if they were alive at all. He went slowly to it at first, 
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testing its temperament. Since it seemed domesticated, he resolved to take it with him. He did 
feel a little guilty at the theft, and a little hypocritical for his judging the English looters. He 
reasoned, however, that his long-term mission involved the fate of all humanity, the world, and 
time itself, and that commandeering this steed was justified. He allowed himself to believe this 
story just enough to trump his guilt. Of course, being a city boy from Los Angeles, his riding 
proficiency was next to nothing. He looked ridiculous trying to mount the poor animal for the 
next several minutes, but the horse had infinite patience. It permitted Reginald all the time he 
required to get up. Finally, not so much sitting but sprawling across the horse’s back, he clicked 
it into motion, relying on what little equestrian education he had received from John Wayne 
films. He didn’t dare encourage the horse any faster than a canter. In fact, he only dared to go as 
fast as that because the slower trot jarred him so much he thought he might fall off or vomit. 
Whether he could stop the animal when he wanted he didn’t know. His only priority was to 
escape the raid. 
 In the days that came, Reginald traveled through the Germanic wilderness, here for miles 
a wide, grassy valley populated by sporadic foresting. He found it serene. It was not unlike the 
woods of England. It struck him from time to time that there must be a version of the future 
where British and German tanks and flamethrowers would lay waste to this environment, and 
corpses and tree trunks alike would decay in the fallen leaves on the forest floor. For now, 
however, he and his horse companion foraged where he felt confident, and they rested easy. A 
simple inspection had revealed the animal was female, and Red took to calling her Deer. It was 
nice to have someone to talk to again. He was also relieved to know, even on that first evening, 
that his pilgrim back had stayed affixed to him. He had lost a few food items in the sea, but the 
weight of the fighting knife and the Chinese box had been enough to keep them from drifting off. 
What was more, he found that the box was very well crafted. All its puzzle-like sliding panels 
and high-quality finish made it water-tight, so all the paraphernalia within had been kept dry. 
Still, he did not experiment with them on that night or any other for some time. He felt in no 
hurry. It was twelve hundred miles to the Mediterranean. By sea, it would be months more onto 
China. And that was assuming he didn’t have an episode and blink himself into another age 
completely. Eugene was everywhere, everywhen, and yet, nowhere. There was nothing but for 
Red to be patient. He had time. 
  
 


